SHIELDING GARMENTS
SAFEGUARD APRON
Full Frontal Coverage
This unique apron is constructed using our special cotton based
Staticot™ shielding fabric which is a highly effective E-field and RF
shield, providing up to 40 dB to 10 GHz according to test results.
1000 Ohm per sq on the surface, so it is also great for static
discharge and easy to make ground connections. Soft feel and
gentle to the skin. Completely machine washable (no bleach) and
dryable (cool) without losing shielding performance. Generously cut
for comfort and great "neck to hip" protection for pregnant women,
computer and microwave oven users, TV or radio station workers,
research and hospital workers, or anywhere people are exposed to
RF radiation. Color styles may vary. (Cat. #N216) ……….. $59.95

MATERNITY CAMISOLES
Protection for Both Mom and Baby
Fashionable maternity camisole with built-in
radiation shielding. Camisoles provide ultimate
360 degree protecting for the baby from
radiofrequency radiation. Specially designed for
expecting moms who use laptops, cell phones
and microwave ovens on daily basis. Can wear
V-Neck
as an outer
layer
or
underneath professional clothing. Fit all 3
trimesters. Real Silver provides ultra strong
shielding capability: unique cutting-edge
high-tech blend shielding 99% of cell phone
signals and other RF radiation up to 60dB.
Great
for
expecting
moms who
need
to
Lace
wear
business/business casual dresses at work too.
Silky smooth, soft, and elastic nylon/silver
blend offers versatile wear and feminine
charm. Breathable and comfortable jersey
construction keeps cool. One year warranty.
Apron
Frequency range: 500 MHz to 12 GHz.
3 Styles to choose from:
V-Neck Maternity Camisole (Cat. #N901) … $169.95
Fits S/M maternity sizes. 36" at chest; 49.6" at belly and 24" long.
Fitted design.
Lace Maternity Camisole (Cat. #N919) …….. $169.95
Fits S/M/L maternity sizes. 47" at chest; 55" at belly and 25.6" long.
Relaxed design.
Maternity Apron (Cat. #N903) …………………. $89.95
Fits S/M/L maternity sizes. 14" at chest; 27.5" at belly and
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22" long.
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